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Abstract 

By looking for properties of consciousness, cognitive neuroscience studies have 

dramatically enlarged the scope of unconscious cognitive processing. This emerging 

knowledge inspired the development of new approaches allowing clinicians to probe 

and disentangle conscious from unconscious cognitive processes in non-

communicating brain-injured patients both in terms of behaviour and brain activity. 

This information is extremely valuable in order to improve diagnosis and prognosis in 

such patients both at acute and chronic settings. Reciprocally, the growing 

observations coming from such patients suffering from disorders of consciousness 

provide valuable constraints to theoretical models of consciousness. In this review we 

chose to illustrate these recent developments by focusing on brain signals recorded 

with EEG at bedside in response to auditory stimuli. More precisely, we present the 

respective EEG markers of unconscious and conscious processing of two classes of 

auditory stimuli (sounds and words). We show that in both cases, conscious access to 

the corresponding representation (e.g.: auditory regularity and verbal semantic 

content) shares a similar neural signature (P3b and P600/LPC) that can be 

distinguished from unconscious processing occurring during an earlier stage (MMN 

and N400). We propose a two-stage serial model of processing and discuss how 

unconscious and conscious signatures can be measured at bedside providing relevant 

information for both diagnosis and prognosis of consciousness recovery. These two 

examples emphasize how fruitful can be the bidirectional approach exploring 

cognition in healthy subjects and in brain-damaged patients. 
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1. Introduction	

During the last decades the research on consciousness has been very productive and, - 

as a direct consequence -, enlarged dramatically the range of unconscious cognitive 

processing (1–4). This major conceptual change, grounded on a rich set of original 

empirical findings collected in normal volunteers (using visual masking or subliminal 

stimulus for example) and in brain-damaged unconscious patients, concerns both the 

representational content of unconscious processes, as well as their links with top-

down executive control. Briefly, within this relatively short period, the dominant view 

moved from a modular (5), automatic (6) and ‘stupid’ unconscious, to a more 

heterogeneous one, able of flexibility (7) and high-level cognitive processes (8–10) 

sensitive to various influences including: endogenous spatio-temporal attention (11–

13), conscious consideration of task instructions and stimuli sets (14–16), and 

executive control (16–20). This recent conceptual evolution culminated in empirical 

reports showing that semantic attributes of symbolic stimuli (such as written words 

and numbers) can be processed unconsciously and can be sensitive to executive 

control (for a short review see (7). 

However, some cognitive processes seem to require consciousness. In particular, - 

and according the Global Neuronal Workspace theory (2,21) -, three properties are 

specifically associated with conscious processing: (i) active maintenance of mental 

representations in working memory; (ii) strategical processing; and (iii) spontaneous 

intentional behavior. Similarly, while unconscious processing may engage multiple 

isolated cortical areas, neural signatures of conscious processing are associated with a 

late and long-lasting brain activations that mobilize long-distance coherent thalamo-

cortical networks, particularly involving bilateral prefrontal, cingulate and parietal 

areas. 
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This framework paved the way to the exciting opportunity of exploring residual 

cognition in non-communicative/unconscious patients, and to probe specific markers 

of conscious processing in some of them. Basically, two main complementary 

approaches can be used : i) probing EEG signatures of conscious access to a 

perceptual representation (22–34); ii) probing EEG signatures of conscious state 

irrespective of conscious content by looking for specific patterns of spectral power, 

functional connectivity or complexity measures (35–40). 

In this article we chose to restrict our review to EEG signatures of conscious access to 

external stimuli delivered in the auditory modality (see (41) for a more general 

review). To do so, we will present signatures of unconscious and conscious 

processing of these stimuli named evoked-related potentials (or ERPs), also known as 

late, slow or “cognitive” evoked potentials..We describe how early and localized 

responses (Mismatch negativity or MMN and N400) seem to index unconscious 

processing of sounds and verbal semantics respectively, whereas one late and brain-

scale event seems to index conscious access to these acoustic and semantic 

representations (P3b and Late positive component or LPC respectively). Notably, 

these two last signatures are very similar and may reflect a common general process 

related to conscious access, irrespective of its content. 

2. Generality	about	disorders	of	consciousness	(DOC)	

Consciousness is commonly defined as a “state of full awareness of the self and one’s 

relationship to the environment” (42). Consciousness requires wakefulness - which 

relies on a complex network called ARAS (activating reticular ascending system) 

mostly present in the brainstem and projecting diffusely to the cortex – but cannot be 

identified with it. Indeed, several dissociations between preserved wakefulness (or 
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vigilance) and impaired consciousness (probed with subjective reports) demonstrate 

the difference between these two concepts. A taxonomy is therefore possible, crossing 

vigilance and consciousness preservation or impairment (Fig 1). Impairments of both 

vigilance and consciousness are to be found in comatose, general anesthesia, deep 

sleep. Preserved vigilance and impaired consciousness are observed in the vegetative 

state (VS) or during some epileptic seizures (e.g.: absence epilepsy and complex 

partial seizure), and maybe in some severe dementias. When examining non 

communicating patients free of any motor impairment (e.g.: patients distinct from 

locked-in syndrome patients or from severe ALS or Guillain-Barré-Strohl syndrome 

patients), a state richer than the VS but without univocal functional communication 

has been labelled as minimally conscious stare (MCS) in 2004 (43). There is a crucial 

need to distinguish reliably VS from MCS patients, both for diagnosis and prognosis 

issues. This distinction relies primarily on the clinical examination as well as on 

expert behavioral measures such as the ones offered by the Coma Recovery Scale 

Revised (43). However, this behavioral approach has been recently enriched by the 

use of several functional neuroimaging studies (PET, fMRI, EEG) in order to be more 

sensitive to preserved neural signatures of conscious processing in some of these 

patients. Indeed, a recent meta-analysis reported that about 15% of clinically VS 

patients could show correlates of conscious processing with these tools (44). One of 

the first illustrative breakthrough is to be found in the study by Owen and colleagues 

who elaborated a mental imagery task during which non-communicative patients were 

instructed to imagine either playing tennis or walking in their home (45). This task, 

which requires the combination of verbal, working memory and mental imagery 

skills, was thought to require conscious processing (46). A few clinically VS patients 
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showed patterns of activation very similar to the ones observed in conscious controls, 

strongly suggesting covert conscious processing (46,47). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Schematic representation of Disorders of Consciousness according to 
Wakefulness and Awareness dimensions. Acute alteration of consciousness, 
previously described using imprecise terms such as stupor, lethargy, etc. (in the 
‘‘cloud’’) are better described using dedicated scale such as the Glasgow Coma Scale 
or the FOUR-score. Coma is commonly described by a state of unresponsiveness in 
which the patient lies with eyes closed and cannot be aroused to respond appropriately 
to stimuli even with vigorous stimulation. Vegetative State (VS) and Minimally 
Conscious State (MCS) are mostly used to describe chronic or subacute disorders of 
consciousness adapted from (adapted from [86]). 
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3. Probing	conscious	access	to	external	stimuli	

Once a stimulus is delivered to a conscious subject, a large and complex pattern of 

neural activity is usually observed. Some of these events reflect unconscious 

processing inaccessible to subjective report, and can be preserved during experimental 

conditions of unconscious perception (e.g.: subliminal perception, attentional blink, 

psychological refractory period, binocular rivalry, inattentional blindness, …). Some 

other events are tightly related to conscious access. Obviously, the ability to 

disentangle between the respective correlates of unconscious and conscious 

processing is very important for clinicians. Actually, a large part of the clinical 

behavioral assessment is specifically dedicated to try to disentangle reflex (that does 

not require consciousness) from conscious intentional behavior. Neurophysiological 

monitoring of the perceptual categorization of a rare auditory deviant stimulus 

delivered within a serial flow of frequent standard stimuli (named the odd-ball 

paradigm, Fig-2a) offers a relevant step toward this goal. A rich literature 

demonstrates that the detection of novel auditory stimulus includes 2 distinct neural 

events observable on the averaged electroencephalogram (evoked potentials): an early 

(120-200ms) mismatch negativity response (MMN) (48) followed by a later neural 

response labeled P300 (witch can be split in two components: P3a and P3b) complex 

(49,50). The respective properties of these 2 responses suggest that the MMN and the 

P3a mostly reflects a preattentive, unconscious response (51), whereas the late 

component of the P300 complex (P3b) which has been theorized as an index of 

working memory updating (52) is generally associated with conscious access (53). 

Contrarily to MMN/P3a, the P3b component has been shown to be insensitive to 

interstimulus intervals (54), even if it exceed several minutes (55), thus implying an 

active maintenance of previous stimuli in conscious working memory. In sharp 
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contrast, the MMN/P3a vanishes when the interstimulus intervals exceeds a few 

seconds (54,56), suggesting a fast decay characteristic of unconscious iconic memory 

(57,58). In addition to this temporal distinction between MMN/P3a and P3b 

responses, MMN/P3a are largely resistant to top-down and attentional effects. They 

can even be observed during rapid eye-movement sleep (59) and anesthesia (60), and 

in unconscious comatose (61–63) or vegetative state patients (23,64) or in response to 

visual subliminal stimuli (65,66), whereas the P3b is highly dependent on attention 

and conscious awareness of the stimulus (53,67). Still, using a classical odd-ball 

paradigm, the MMN/P3a and the P3b are sometime very close in time and thus, could 

be difficult to differentiate, and it’s even worth for the fine distinction between P3a 

and P3b. This fine analyze could be more difficult in patients whose the topographies 

and latencies can be modified. 

To circumvent these limitations, we designed in 2009 the “Local Global” paradigm in 

which 2 embedded levels of auditory regularity are defined, respectively at a local 

(within trial, called local standard trials or LS) and at a global (across trials called 

global standard trials or GS) time scale (25) (in Fig 2b). To validate our paradigm, we 

first analyzed its brain mechanisms with high temporal and spatial resolutions by 

combining high-density scalp ERP, intracerebral EEG, and fMRI measurements in 

conscious subjects submitted to distinct experimental manipulations of their 

consciousness of the stimuli. The violations of the local regularity (local deviant trial 

or LD) elicited measurable ERPs in both conscious and nonconscious conditions 

(MMN and P3a named “local effect”; see contrast LS vs LD in in Fig 2d), but the 

violation of the global regularity (global deviant trial or GD) was detected only during 

conscious processing (P3b named “global effect”; see contrast GS vs GD in in Fig 

2d). In other words, the presence of an ERP signature of the detection of the violation 
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of the global regularity in an individual subject should be considered as a diagnostic 

of conscious processing of the stimuli. We then probed the scientific and clinical 

potential of our test by recording non communicating patients either in the vegetative 

state (VS) or in the minimally conscious state (MCS). While the first component 

(“local effect”) was present in most of the patients, either in a VS or MCS, the late 

component “global effect” was present essentially in MCS patients. Moreover the few 

VS patients who showed a “global effect” improved significantly after the recording 

suggesting that clinical examination might have underestimate the actual cognitive 

patient’s abilities (27,29). 

This paradigm is now used in several sites. Note however that in a recent study, 

Tzovara et al. used a multivariate decoding algorithm (and not the usual ERP 

method), and reported evidence for preserved processing of the global regularity in 

some post-cardiac arrest comatose patients (68). While this result may challenge the 

general value of the ‘global effect’ signature to probe consciousness, several 

important points suggest that this decoding performance was driven by an 

unconscious early processing (within the MMN window) we previously published 

(69), and not by the late and sustained (P3b) event that we proposed as the possible 

signature of conscious access (70). Note that such an effect is inherent to a statistical 

regularity difference between the physical identity of global standard (GS) and global 

deviant (GD) trials that modulates the early and unconscious MMN-window response. 

A strong finding supporting this view stems from tests of generalization of the 

decoding algorithm: when half of trials (LS or LD) are used to train a decoder to 

distinguish global standard from global deviant trials, and that this decoder is then 

tested on the second half of trials (LS or LD), the decoding performance in the early 

time window drops considerably, whereas the decoding performance of the late time  
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Figure 2: ERPs paradigms and their respective neurophysiological responses. 
Schematic representation of the ‘‘Odd-ball’’ (a), the ‘‘Local Global’’ (b) and the 
‘‘Semantic priming’’ (c) paradigms. Each paradigm elicits specific event-related 
potentials (ERPs) displayed across the time form one electrode (d) and as scalp 
topography of the subtraction (red curve–blue curve) at a specific time (e, the black 
dot represents the position of the electrode). The ‘‘Local Global’’ paradigm has been 
designed to disentangle the 2 components of the P300 classically elicited by the 
‘‘Odd-ball’’ paradigm: (P3a & P3b). Note the topography and the temporal relation 
similarity between MMN/P300 sequence elicited by the ‘‘Odd-ball’’ and ‘‘Local 
Global’’ paradigms and the N400/LPC sequence elicited by the semantic paradigm. 
LS: local standard trial; LD: local deviant trial; GS: global standard trial; GD: global 
deviant trial. MMN: Mismatch Negativity; LPC Late positive component. 
 

windows remains unchanged. Therefore, the early and unconscious decoding effect 

seems specific to statistical regularities of the physical stimuli, whereas the late P3b 

effect seems to reflect a genuine abstract processing of global violations, and the 

updating of a rule representation in conscious working memory (70). 

We close this section by noting the close similarity between neural signatures of 

conscious access to auditory and to visual stimuli. We previously proposed that this 
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similarity, that is contrasting with the differences differentiating early unconscious 

processing, may reflect a general neural mechanism specific to conscious access 

irrespective of the sensory modality and of its specific content within the theoretical 

framework of the Global Neuronal Workspace (71). 

4. Probing	semantic	processing	

We recently used the very same approach based on this two serial stages (unconscious 

then conscious) of processing, to test its validity during semantic processing of 

symbolic verbal stimuli. Since the seminal works and Kutas and colleagues, a N400 

ERP component has been discovered as a key marker of verbal semantic processing 

(72). Since then, a rich literature investigated the precise psychological and neural 

properties of the N400 and of other correlates of semantic processing such as the late 

positive complex (LPC, also described as P600) (73,74). Some theorists proposed to 

link the N400 with a late post-recognition stage of word processing (75), while other 

models postulated that it reflects an early stage occurring prior to word recognition 

and semantic access (76). 

Several studies have demonstrated that semantic processing can occur unconsciously 

in conscious subjects. For instance, when using a rapid-serial visual presentation 

(RSVP) task such as the ‘attentional blink’ paradigm, subjects failed to report target 

words, while a N400 signature of verbal semantic processing could still be observed 

(77). Moreover, similarly to the MMN/P300 sequence we observed for a novel 

stimulus, while the N400 could occurred in the absence of conscious access to the 

target word, the later event (P3b) seemed to be observed exclusively when subjects 

were conscious of this word (78,53). In one masking study, Naccache et al. even 

revealed a modulation of amygdala activity by the emotional valence of masked 
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words in epileptic patients implanted with intracranial electrodes (9). Interestingly, 

while masked words elicited a single response in the amygdala, consciously perceived 

unmasked words elicited two successive responses, in agreement with our 2-stage 

model. In a recent ERP study investigating the semantic integration of multiple words 

in a visual masking paradigm, we showed that the N400 effects were similar for both 

masked and unmasked conditions, whereas the LPC/P600 effects were strongly 

affected by stimulus visibility (79). Such qualitative differences are supporting the 

hypothesis that while the N400 is a marker of non-conscious semantic processing, the 

LPC/P600 indexes conscious semantic processing of words. Interestingly, other 

studies reported the presence of an N400 and the absence of P3b for unconsciously 

perceived words in the attentional blink paradigm (53,77). In a classical “Semantic 

priming" paradigm (Fig-2c), we could demonstrate in 2015 that the N400 could be 

observed both in conscious subjects (controls), and in DOC patients (MCS and VS), 

but that the LPC/P600 was essentially be present in conscious or MCS patients not in 

VS patients (32). These results support the generalization of the 2-stage model of 

perception to semantic processing. While the N400 would index an early, local 

(verbal semantic network) and unconscious stage of processing (as the MMN-P3a for 

the processing of auditory novelty), the late, brain-scale and sustained LPC/P600 

would index conscious access to semantic knowledge (as the P3b for the processing 

of novelty). Note that we recently explored conscious and unconscious processing of 

polysemous words in conscious healthy subjects with both behavioral (priming 

effects) and ERP data, and observed results supporting this theoretical view (16). 
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5. Clinical implications 

As previously mentioned, diagnosis of consciousness in a non-communicative patient 

can be very challenging. In this situation, indirect cues collected through functional 

brain-imaging methods such as neurophysiological tolls we presented above can be 

very helpful. Indeed, the distinction between VS and MCS patient has an important 

impact on the prognosis of consciousness recovery (80,81).  

Group analysis is valuable in a research setting but for a clinical use, clinicians need 

reliable individual results. Several concerns have been raised on this specific issue, 

especially regarding the important variability of the methods across study. Clinicians 

interpreting these complex analyses must be perfectly aware of the caveats and 

pitfalls related to the signal processing and the applied statistics they use. This 

fundamental issue has been specifically assessed for the “Local Global” paradigm 

(82,83). If the presence of a genuine global effect (in the late temporal window; >250 

ms) is highly predictive of conscious processing (both high specificity and positive 

predictive value), and can be observed in almost 100% of conscious controls 

attending to the stimuli (25,27,29), its absence is more difficult to interpret in patients. 

Indeed we demonstrated that normal conscious subject engaged in a distractive task 

requiring attention easily failed to detect global deviant trials (GD) and consequently 

lose the global effect (25). This means that a conscious patient distracted by any other 

stimulus and thus not engaged in the task could easily failed this test (both poor 

sensitivity and poor negative predictive value). Some paradigms very useful in a 

research setting (group level analysis) are simply not sensitive enough at the 

individual level to have a real clinical interest. For instance the classical analysis of 

ERPs evoked by the “Semantic priming“ paradigm allow the detection of a N400 or 

an LPC in only 50% of healthy volunteers (84,32).  
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Finally we would like to emphasize the importance of an individualized neurological 

approach of any patient, taking into account any possible impairment of the sensory-

motor pathway and/or cognitive functions. For instance in the absence of early-

evoked response to sounds (related to the primary auditory cortex), clinician should 

ensure that the patient is not simply deaf (using for example brainstem auditory 

evoked potentials) before interpret further the absence of ERPs. In such a case, 

probing directly EEG signatures of conscious state (patterns of spectral power, 

functional connectivity or complexity measures) as mentioned in the introduction 

could be helpful (85). 

 

6. Conclusion	

In this article, we illustrated how recent advances in cognitive neuroscience enabled 

to disentangle conscious from unconscious processing stages in normal subjects as 

well as in non-communicating patients. These two examples emphasize how fruitful 

is the bidirectional approach exploring cognition in brain-damaged patients as well as 

in in healthy subjects. This bidirectional strategy enables: 

-  to observe unexpected results in extreme situations 

- to infer theoretical principles that can be verified and tested in healthy controls 

-  and last but not least to engage into translational efforts aiming at providing 

the patients with original diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic tools. 
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